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Introduction

Singulatives

• derived unit nouns, i.e., expressions designating a singular object individuated from a
plurality perceived as a homogeneous collection of entities

• attested cross-linguistically, e.g., in Britonnic Celtic, Semitic, Cushitic, Nilo-Saharan, Al-
gonquian and East Slavic (Wierzbicka 1988, Corbett 2000, Dimmendaal 2000, Mathieu
2014, Acquaviva 2015, Dali & Mathieu 2021, Kouneli 2021)

• singulative morphology reverses the markedness of the singular/plural distinction

(1) cadair
chair.SG

∼ cadair-iau
chair-PL

‘a chair’ ∼ ‘chairs’

(2) gwydd
tree.COLL

∼ gwydd-en
tree-SGV

‘trees, forest’ ∼ ‘a tree’ (Welsh)

East Slavic singulatives

• in general, Slavic singulative morphology turns uncountable nouns into countable nouns

• recent research focused mostly on singulative suffixes in Russian, which were analyzed
as mass-count shifters (Kagan et al. to appear, Kagan & Nurmio to appear)

(3) J-SGVK = λP⟨e,t⟩[ΠST(P )] Π: standardized partition operator (Chierchia 2010)

Our focus

• we investigate the distribution and semantics of the suffix -yn(k)- in Ukrainian and show
that it combines only with a specific subset of uncountable nouns – aggregate predicates

(4) pisok
sand.SG

⇒ pišč-yn-a
sand-SGV-SG

‘sand’ ⇒ ‘a grain of sand’

(5) hrad
hail.SG

⇒ hrad-yn-a
hail-SGV-SG

‘hail’ ⇒ ‘a hailstone’ (Ukrainian)

Our claims

• natural-language grammar (including word formation) is sensitive to structured parthood,
which yields mereotopological (rather than purely mereological) part-whole structures

• adopting a mereotopological approach allows for explaining the Ukrainian data in purely
linguistic terms – something that previous accounts cannot achieve

Data

Dataset

• sample: 44 frequent Ukrainian singulatives derived with the suffix -yn(k)-

• General Regionally Annotated Corpus of Ukrainian (GRAC) (Shvedova et al. 2020)

• Slovnyk ukrajinskoji movy (SUM) (Bilodid et al. 1980) + native speaker judgments

General properties

• morphosyntactically singular + pluralization

(6) Star-a
old-NOM.SG.FEM

{hrušk-a
pear-NOM.SG.FEM

/ horoš-yn-a}
pea-SGV-NOM.SG.FEM

zhny-l-a.
rot-PST-3SG.FEM

‘An old {pear / pea} rotted.’

(7) Star-i
old-NOM.PL.FEM

{hrušk-y
pear-NOM.PL.FEM

/ horoš-yn-y}
pea-SGV-NOM.PL.FEM

zhny-l-y.
rot-PST-3PL.FEM

‘Old {pears / peas} rotted.’

• countability: pluralization + compatibility with cardinal numerals

(8) *dvi
two

trav-y
grass-PL

∼ dvi
two

trav-yn-y
grass-SGV-PL

‘*two grasses’ ∼ ‘two grass blades’

(9) *dvi
two

odež-i
clothing-PL

∼ dvi
two

odež-yn-y
clothing-SGV-PL

‘*two clothings’ ∼ ‘two items of clothing’

Classification

• five types of uncountable bases: cumulative reference + aggregate meaning

GRANULAR OBJECT MASS AMBIGUOUS LIQUID PLURALIA TANTUM

BASE žyto posud cybul’a rosa korali
‘rye’ ‘dishes’ ‘onion(s)’ ‘dew’ ‘coral beads’

SGV žytyna posudyna cybulyna rosyna koralyna
‘a grain of rye’ ‘a dish’ ‘an onion’ ‘a dew drop’ ‘a coral bead’

• complex series with ambiguous (count/mass) nouns and collectives

(10) kartopl’-a
potato-SG

∼ kartopl’-i
potato-PL

∼ kartopl-yn-a
potato-SGV-SG

∼ kartopl-yn-y
potato-SGV-PL

‘a potato/potatoes as a mass’ ∼ ‘potatoes’ ∼ ‘a potato’ ∼ ‘potatoes’

(11) per-o
feather-SG

∼ per-a
feather-PL

∼ pir-ja
feather-COLL

∼ pir-j-in-a
feather-COLL-SGV-SG

∼ pir-j-in-y
feather-COLL-SGV-PL

‘a feather’ ∼ ‘feathers’ ∼ ‘feathers as a mass’ ∼ ‘a feather’ ∼ ‘feathers’

Generalizations

• -yn(k)- always attaches to an uncountable concrete base to form a countable concrete unit noun

• the base is typically an aggregate noun, i.e., an expression designating entities naturally perceived
as forming cohesive collections of separate integrated objects

• singulatives are never formed from abstract nouns, solid homogeneous substance mass nouns and
prototypical liquid mass nouns, though they are occasionally derived from terms like ‘rain’, which
typically designate collections of drops rather than a homogeneous body of substance

• if the base is ambiguous between the count and the mass sense, e.g., in several food terms, the
singulative is always derived from the mass sense

Puzzle

• unlike, e.g., Arabic and Celtic, which form singulatives from virtually any kind of concrete nouns
(Mathieu 2014), singulative formation in Ukrainian is significantly more restrained

• previous accounts to singulatives fail to provide a linguistic explanation for this restriction; they either
offer no explanation at all or require an extralinguistic stipulation, e.g., reliance on world knowledge

• furthermore, at first blush pluralization of singulatives seems redundant given that the base can al-
ready refer to a plurality; yet, native speakers detect subtle semantic differences

Mereotopology

Mereology + topological notions (Grimm 2012; Casati & Varzi 1999, Varzi 2007)

• parthood (⊑) + connectedness (C): primitive notion
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Integrated wholes (Grimm 2012, Wągiel 2018)

• self-connected entity: any two parts forming the whole are connected to each other

(12) SC(x) def= ∀yz[∀w(O(w, x) ↔ (O(w, y) ∨ O(w, z))) → C(y, z)]

• strongly self-connected: entity’s interior is self-connected ⇒ excludes touching objects

(13) SSC(x) def= SC(x) ∧ SC(INT(x))

• maximally strongly self-connected: every part of the entity is connected to (overlaps) the whole +
anything else which has that property, is strongly self-connected, and overlaps is part of it

(14) MSSC(P )(x) def= P (x) ∧ SSC(x) ∧ ∀y[P (y) ∧ SSC(y) ∧ O(y, x) → y ⊑ x]

Clusters (see Grimm 2012; here: revised definitions from Wągiel 2021)

• transitive connection TC ⇒ through mediating entities

(15) For a finite sequence Z = ⟨z1, . . . , zn⟩, TC(x, y, P, C, Z) holds iff
z1 = x, zn = y, C(zi, zi+1) holds for 1 ≤ i < n and P (zi) holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

• cluster ⇒ plurality of transitively connected entities

(16) CLSTRC(P )(x) def= ∃Z[x = ⊔Z ∧ ∀z∀z′ ∈ Z∃Y ⊆ Z[TC(z, z′, P, C, Y )]]

Capturing different types of entities
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Proposal

Different types of predicates (see also Grimm 2012)

• predicates of integrated objects

(17) OBJ(P ) def= ∀x[P (x) → MSSC(P )(x)]

• plurals ⇒ the *-operator (Link 1983)

(18) PL(P ) def= ∀x[P (x) → *P (x)]

• aggregate predicates ⇒ CLSTR entities

(19) AGGR(P ) def= ∀x[P (x) → CLSTR(P )(x) ∨ *P (x) ∨ MSSC(P )(x)]

Ukrainian count nouns

• singular nouns

(20) JperoK = λxe[MSSC(FEATHER)(x)]

• plural nouns

(21) JperaK = λxe[*FEATHER(x)]
Ukrainian aggregate nouns

• granular nouns, object mass nouns; certain liquid nouns and pluralia tantum

(22) JhradK = λxe[CLSTR(HAIL)(x) ∨ *HAIL(x) ∨ MSSC(HAIL)(x)]

Semantics of the Ukrainian singulative suffix -yn(k)-

• predicate modifier that requires an aggregate predicate and yields a predicate of MSSC

objects, and thus designates a unit within an aggregate

(23) J-ynaK = λP⟨e,t⟩ : AGGR(P ) λxe∃ye[P (y) ∧ x ⊑ y ∧ MSSC(P )(x)]

(24) JhradK = λxe[CLSTR(HAIL)(x) ∨ *HAIL(x) ∨ MSSC(HAIL)(x)]

(25) JhradynaK = J-ynaK(JhradK) = λxe∃ye[JhradK(y) ∧ x ⊑ y ∧ MSSC(JhradK)(x)]

(26) JhradynyK = *(JhradynaK) (27) JpirjinaK ̸= but ≈ JperoK

Conclusions

Our contribution

• support for the significance of structured parthood in grammar and a mereotopological
(rather than purely mereological) approach to nominal semantics

• compared to other accounts, our analysis neatly captures the intuitions concerning indi-
viduation and the relationship between singulatives and bases they are derived from

• pluralization of singulatives is not redundant since it expresses a different type of part-
whole structure; corraborated by pluralized singulatives implying disconnectedness

(28) brov-a
eyebrow-SG

∼ brov-y
eyebrow-PL

∼ %brov-yn-a
eyebrow-SGV-SG

∼ %brov-yn-y
eyebrow-SGV-PL

‘an eyebrow’ ∼ ‘eyebrows’ ∼ ‘an eyebrow’ ∼ ‘eyebrows (on different faces)’


